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Global insecurity has not improved much over the last few years



Future threats



Regional events
today and near-future

Security risks will likely continue into the 
near-future on many fronts



Understanding middle eastern threats to create simulation models and 
various scenarios for possible future conflicts 

• In the Middle East these can be quite complex and change rapidly. 

• External threats range from conventional forces and attacks, terrorist groups/organizations to lone attacks from 
individuals. There is also concern of spill-over from regional events, cyber-attacks, and the use of social media to recruit, 
create destabilization, incite attacks, or even for command and control of threats from external locations. 

• Internal threats may include terrorist organizations already operating in the country, “sleeper cells,” extremist political 
groups, events or marginalized/disenfranchised members of the population causing protests and riots, “lone wolf” 
attackers, returning experienced fighters, and perceived government instability to name a few. 

• Environmental threats should also be considered, such as the impact from local or regional environmental/industrial 
accidents or attacks, epidemics and pandemics.  In the Middle East, sand storms, flash floods, and oil spills are also major 
environmental concerns. 

• Ongoing Middle Eastern geo-political issues, Syria and Yemen highlight the need for “traditional” conventional forces 
training, but in the more stable countries the threat continues to be smaller, decentralized attacks, many using niche 
technology such as car bombs, suicide vests and the latest threat of weaponized drones. 

• Concern is also exacerbated by the potential proliferation of advanced weapons, chemicals and even radioactive materials.

• Terrorist attacks are usually conducted by individuals or squad-sized forces, but there remains a concern of “sleeper cells” 
with caches of arms and explosives operating within some countries. 

• Peaceful protests always run the risk of turning violent, and may be hijacked and manipulated to meet other objectives, 
such as creating destabilization and reducing trust and confidence in governments and governmental entities. 

• All of these potential threats must be understood and used to drive predictability and preparedness. 



Diversification and Modernization 

“33 times the size 
of New York City”

“Neom will have its 
own judicial 
system and 
government 

designed to attract 
international 

investors”

Kuwait “Silk City”



55% of the word’s population lives in urban areas today, and 
is estimated to jump to nearly 70% by 2050 -UN



Where they will fight
(Cities)

Subterranean

Aleppo, Syria

Mosul, Iraq

New routes

Difficult to model in 
simulations and why “smart 

power” is crucial



The X Factor

Vehicle Borne IED (Car Bomb)

Driver’s trigger

Safe-arm plug

Passenger’s trigger

Improvised Explosive Device (IED)

Suicide Vests

Drones
The use of commercial drones to conduct 
attacks, reconnaissance and surveillance 

continues to increase. It is expected that there 
will be 12 million drones operating by 2020.  



Emerging Middle East interests 
from Simulations

• Autonomous, robotic systems

• Virtual, fully immersive training

• Artificial Intelligence (AI)

• Realistic, 3D geo-specific databases

• Multi-system integration

• Multi-role, interchangeable systems

• Increased realism and feedback

• Online/distance learning and online pre-courses

• Outsourcing exercise developers, trainers and consultants

Macro- diverse threats, mitigation focused, niche technology enabled, joint efforts

Micro- agile and adaptive junior leaders, realistic training in known environment



Thank you


